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Many emails 
are completely 

unreadable 
without remote 

content!



Remote content 
enabled

What are the privacy implications?





Emails are tracked far 
beyond send tracking



Receives MD5(email address) &
Sets a Cookie

American List Counsel (alcmpn.com)
LiveIntent (liadm.com)
Oracle (nexac.com)
Acxiom (rlcdn.com, pippio.com, acxiom-online.com)
Criteo (criteo.com)
Conversant Media (dotomi.com)
V12 Data (v12group.com) 
VideoAmp (videoamp.com)
<Unknown> (alocdn.com)

Receives MD5(email addr.)
Criteo (emailretargeting.com)
Neustar (agkn.com)

Receives Bare Request
LiveIntent (licasd.com)
Google (2mdn.net)
Akamai (akamai.net)

Sets a Cookie
OpenX (openx.net)
comScore (scorecardresearch.com,
                    voicefive.com)
Oracle (bluekai.com)
Google (doubleclick.net)
Realtime Targeting Aps (mojn.com)

MediaMath (mathtag.com)
TapAd (tapad.com) 
IPONWEB (bidswitch.net)
AOL (advertising.com)
Centro (sitescout.com)
The Trade Desk (adsrvr.org)
Adobe (demdex.net)

Your device contacts 24 companies
→ 20 can track you (if supported)
→ 10 receive an MD5 hash of your email 
address



A user’s email address is the perfect identifier!

● It’s unique

● It rarely changes

● It’s the same across devices

● Consumers freely provide it to stores

● There’s a lot of associated data

PII-based tracking

UUID = {
  MD5(bob@example.com), 
  SHA1(bob@example.com),
  SHA256(bob@example.com)
}



To de-identify this information, either we or our business partners 
[hash it].

Source: https://liveintent.com/services-privacy-policy
LiveIntent Privacy Policy

we use a double hashing method ... to ensure the non-reversibility 
of your information. A hash of your email corresponds to a series 
of characters that does not permit your identification.

Source: https://www.criteo.com/privacy/
Criteo Privacy Policy

Why hashed email addresses? User privacy!



Maybe hashing isn’t so effective at protecting users...

More on this: 
https://freedom-to-tinker.com/2018/04/09/four-cents-to-deanonymize-companies-reverse-hashed-email-addres
ses/



Methods



Challenge: Measurements require the automated 
submission of PII to sites

Mailing list sign-ups

Login Forms



Measuring email tracking at scale

1. Crawled 15,700 sites
2. Signed up for mailing lists
3. Received 13,000 emails from ~900 

sites
4. Measured tracking with OpenWPM

https://github.com/citp/OpenWPM



Email
Tracking

≈ Web
Tracking

- Javascript



Our Findings



Many of the top web trackers are in emails

85% of emails embed third parties (with an average of 5 per email)



29% of emails ( from 19% of senders) leak the 
email address to third parties



A sample leak: 12 redirects in a single image tag



Trackers can correlate email and web tracking



Ongoing research: trackers also harvest email 
addresses from the web

https://freedom-to-tinker.com/tag/noboundaries/



Is identity-based marketing the future?
The top email 
collectors all sell 
“identity-based” 
marketing. Allowing 
advertisers to reach 
individuals on any 
device and connect 
with individual 
purchase data and 
other offline data.



Defenses





Tracking defenses are incomplete

● Block cookies

○ Prevents PII leaks from being connected to tracking cookies

○ Doesn’t prevent linkage of PII to IP address / passive fingerprint

● Proxy image requests

○ Prevents linkage of PII to cookies, IP, and fingerprint

○ Doesn’t prevent targeted advertising / data collection

● Block images

○ Prevents tracking, but many emails are unreadable



Ad blockers help, but don’t fully protect users

...they also aren’t available on all platforms

● Nearly half of the recipients of leaked 
email addresses are blocked (from 
99 to 51)

● The number of senders leaking email 
addresses drops from 19% to 7%

Filtering requests with EasyList + EasyPrivacy



Our proposal: Filtering at the service provider level

<html>
<p>Hello there!</p>
<img src=”example.com/mailinglist.png”>
<img src=”tracker.com/pixel.gif”>
<p>Buy our products</p>

</html>

Performs almost as well as client-side 
filtering; misses redirects



Our proposal: Filtering at the service provider level

<html>
<p>Hello there!</p>
<img src=”example.com/mailinglist.png”>
<img src=”tracker.com/pixel.gif”>
<p>Buy our products</p>

</html>

<html>
<p>Hello there!</p>
<img src=”example.com/mailinglist.png”>
<p>Buy our products</p>

</html>

Server-side filtering using blocklists

Performs almost as well as client-side 
filtering; misses redirects



Takeaways



Takeaways

1. The line between email tracking/marketing and web tracking is blurry

2. We need better email tracking defenses.

a. Is measurement + filtering the only path forward?

3. A budding industry is building around tracking with hashed identifiers

a. Hard to block and control. Is policy the only solution?
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Data + Code: https://github.com/citp/email_tracking

Paper: https://senglehardt.com/publications 

https://github.com/citp/email_tracking
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